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A B S T R A C T

Synchronous diagnosis of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and symptomatic multiple myeloma (MM) is a rare
situation that poses serious therapeutic difficulties. We report the case of a 68-year-old male which evolved
simultaneously to symptomatic MM and AML. Both diseases first responded to treatment for 40 months after
7+3 induction and maintenance therapy of azacytidine + lenalidomide. MM relapsed first and was treated with
azacytidine + daratumumab, which led an additional 15 months of progression-free survival. Little myeloid
clonal size reduction over time was seen. This case shows that AML and MM can be effectively treated si-
multaneously using appropriate combinations.

1. Introduction

Secondary myeloid malignancies occurring after the treatment of
multiple myeloma (MM) is a well-characterized risk, and numerous
publications described the poor prognosis of these patients [1]. More
recent evidence suggests that early myeloid minor clones carrying
chromosomal abnormalities or gene mutations are present at the di-
agnosis of MM, which suggests that this malignant B-cell disease may
also coexist with clonal or preclonal myeloid hematopoiesis [2]. Oc-
casional reports described shared cytogenetic abnormalities between
myeloid blast cells and malignant plasmocytes, but definitive indication
of a shared common ancestor between these two lineages has not been
discovered [3]. MM and monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined
significance (MGUS) patients also present an intrinsic risk of developing
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) independently of treatment [4].

The simultaneous occurrence of a characterized myeloid malig-
nancy and MM clearly suggests that clonal or preclonal hematopoiesis
and fully blown malignant myeloid cells may coexist and expand in
parallel with malignant plasma cells. We report the occurrence of
chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML) and smoldering MM in a
patient with subsequent synchronous evolution to AML and MM and the
parallel long-term response of both diseases to azacytidine

combinations with lenalidomide then daratumumab.

2. Case report

In August 2012, a 68-year-old male presented with an IgA lambda
paraprotein of 3.8 g/L and elevated lambda light chains (5.937 mg/L).
Blood count showed only mild thrombocytopenia (143 G/L), and there
was no renal impairment. A skeletal survey was performed, and it did
not reveal any lytic lesions. An additional MRI of the spine in December
2012 showed only diffuse bone infiltrations without evidence of focal
lesions. The final diagnosis was low/intermediate-risk smoldering
myeloma, and a watch and wait policy was chosen. In April 2014, the
patient developed peripheral blood monocytosis that reached 6.2 G/L,
and a repeat bone marrow aspirate showed dual infiltration by 41%
plasma cells and 65% dystrophic monocytes. A SNP array of CD138-
sorted plasma cells revealed a pseudo-diploid karyotype with -18, +1q,
+6p, del13q, del16p, del16q, del22q and delXp, which is consistent
with high-risk disease. Diagnoses of a CMML-1 and high-risk ISS III MM
with poor prognosis were made. In May 2014, a new bone marrow
aspirate was performed before the initiation of MM therapy, and it
showed 30% blasts. The myeloid karyotype was normal, and next-
generation sequencing (NGS) revealed TET2 and NRAS mutations and
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WT1 overexpression. These results provided evidence of AML and MM
coevolving from precursor states. SFLCs were on the rise at 7200 mg/L,
and blast and plasma cells were found at various levels on renewed
bone marrow aspirates. It was therefore decided to treat the patient

with 7+3 induction chemotherapy, which led to a CR for AML, con-
firmed at day 35 with bone marrow aspirate showing 2% blast but still
7% dystrophic plasma cells. However, an episode of severe sepsis pre-
cluded any further intensive consolidation. A maintenance therapy with

Figure 1. Myeloid clonal evolution during treatment. Variant allele frequency (VAF) of mutations evaluated using NGS and Serum Free Light Chain (SFLC)
measurement during treatment with induction chemotherapy (7+3), AZA/Len, and AZA/daratumumab.
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Azacytidine (AZA) 75mg/m2×7d/4w combined with Lenalidomide
(Len) 10mg d1-d21, was started and progressively increased to 25mg.
After six cycles of AZA/Len, free light chain and bone marrow aspirate
confirmed ongoing AML response and very good partial response
(VGPR) for MM. After 12 cycles, bone marrow biopsy showed no blast
excess and 10% plasma cells. AZA/Len was continued, and the lenali-
domide dose was reduced to 15 mg/d, 21 d/4 w due to cytopenia until
September 2017, when SLFC measurement showed MM relapse
(Figure 1). Lenalidomide was discontinued and replaced with dar-
atumumab 16 mg/kg once weekly during cycles 1 and 2, every 2 weeks
during cycles 3 through 6, and every 4 weeks thereafter. Daratumumab
was continued in parallel with azacytidine, and SFLC levels in De-
cember 2017 showed VGPR after 3 cycles of AZA/daratumumab. The
patient received 15 further cycles until February 2019, when he pre-
sented with relapsed AML with 60% blasts on bone marrow aspirate
and no evidence of dystrophic plasma cells. SLFC levels confirmed the
stability of the MM response. The patient then received two cycles of
low-dose cytarabine combined with venetoclax, but eventually died in
May 2019 of leukemic progression.

Tolerance to the AZA/LEN and AZA/daratumumab regimens was
excellent, with no occurrence of grade 3-4 toxicity.

Molecular follow-up of AML and MM showed clonal evolution at
relapse for both diseases. NGS analysis of bone marrow cells showed
major clonal evolution during the first year of treatment with AZA/Len.
Mutations of ASXL1, JAK2, PHF6, SF3B1, and ZRSF2, as well as addi-
tional mutations of TET2 with the disappearance of NRAS, were iden-
tified in September 2015 simultaneously with ongoing AML CR and MM
VGPR (Figure 1). Clonal repartition remained remarkably stable after
this time, except for the expansion of a PHF6-containing clone and
additional mutations of ASXL1, PHF6 and TET2 in June 2016, with no
evidence of disease progression for AML or MM. SNP-array of CD138-
sorted plasma cells showed an additional del17p at MM relapse in
September 2017. AML relapse in February 2019 showed additional
mutations of RUNX1, NRAS, and STAG2.

3. Discussion

AML on most MM patients occurs as a therapy-related event, fre-
quently in heavily pretreated subjects. The malignant myeloid and ag-
gressive clone rapidly dominates in these patients, and the prognosis is
mostly related to the possibility of bridging them to transplant.
However, MM and AML may coexist in a few cases, and synchronous
evolution of AML and MM were observed [5–11]. Cases reported in the
literature were mostly published before 2000 with little detail about
treatment or survival. Eleven selected cases with sufficient information
showed a very poor outcome, except for one case who was bridged to

transplant (Table 1). These data highlight the adverse features of these
cases. However, we here show that these patients may be effectively
treated with combination of drugs active in both diseases. Lenalidomide
is highly active against malignant plasma cells, and it showed some
activities in AML. Azacytidine is the standard treatment for high-risk
myelodysplastic syndrome and AML in unfit patients, and it recently
showed some potential activity in multiple myeloma in combination
with daratumumab, likely via an induced upregulation of CD38 [12].
We used the AZA/Len regimen as a maintenance therapy for AML after
CR was obtained after a 7+3 induction regimen and as first-line
therapy for MM, and this regimen remained efficient for more than 40
months before MM progression. Daratumumab demonstrated its ac-
tivity in relapsed/refractory MM [13]. Here, daratumumab in combi-
nation with azacytidine led to a VGPR and a further 15 months PFS,
until the patient fatally relapsed from AML. This accumulated 55
months of survival was the longest reported response to date (Table 1).
Recent trials showing the dramatic efficacy of a daratumumab antibody
as a first-line treatment also suggest that it may be a therapeutic option
in this very rare and specific situation of codiagnosis of AML and MM.

Despite the efficacy of AZA/Len and AZA/daratumumab combina-
tions, there was little evidence for a decrease in the myeloid clonal size.
MM progression did not affect the mutated allele frequencies. We found
no molecular evidence of common lineage between malignant plasma
cells and the myeloid clone, but NGS panel and CGH used cannot rule
out this hypothesis which could only be fully investigated by whole
genome and epigenome sequencing. The limited impact of azacytidine
on the size of malignant clones was reported in AML CMML and MDS,
which indicates that the combined treatment should be continued as
maintenance therapy if a response is obtained for AML and MM [14] .

4. Conclusion

The difficult clinical situation of synchronous evolution of MM and
AML may be efficiently treated with appropriate combinations of
available drugs as ongoing therapy. A rational design of new drug as-
sociations that are potentially active in both diseases should be con-
sidered in this very specific and rare clinical situation, where data from
clinical trials are unlikely to become available.
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Table 1
Selected list of patients with synchronous diagnoses of AML and myeloma reported in the literature with available information about treatment and survival.

Patient N° Year of report Age/sex AML MM Treatment OS (months) Reference

1 1977 64/F AML post-CMML IgA κ 7+3 4 1
2 1980 74/M M4 IgG κ MP 1 1
3 1982 79/M M4 IgG λ 7+3+ 6-TG 2 1
4 1990 73/M AML IgG MP 4* 7
5 1998 73/M M5 IgA κ Hydroxyurea + Interferon 12 1
6 1998 70/M M0 IgG κ FLAG-IDA 4 1
7 2000 51/M AML κ 7+3 and Bortezomib, AlloSCT 13.5+ 2
8 2003 77/M M5 λ S.C. 1 5
9 2015 73/M AML IgA λ Bortezomib + CAG 6+ 6
10 2016 55/F M1 IgG κ S.C. NA 3
11 2017 73/F AML post MDS 5q- IgG Azacytidine& 12 4

Abbreviations: CMML = Chronic Myelomonocytic Leukemia; AML= Acute Myeloid Leukemia; MM = Multiple Myeloma; MDS = Myelodysplastic Syndrome;
OS = Overall Survival; MP = Melphalan Prednisone; FLAG-IDA = Fludarabine, Idarubicin; G-CSF, High-dose Cytarabine; AlloSCT = Allogeneic Stem Cell
Transplantation; S.C. = Supportive Care; 6-TG = 6-Thioguanine; CAG = Low-dose Cytarabine, Aclarubicin, G-CSF,

⁎ From diagnosis of AML made 3 months after MM
& 5q- MDS treated with lenalidomide
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